The Cast Brass Collection includes The Nova Paris Collection.

96299HB22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 8+4 x 60w, H 28” (71cm) x W 32” (81cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured), 8 x 60w, 25"(63cm) x 24"(61cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.

(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)
Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-00 or -0T)
SPECTRA CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) by Swarovski

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
96296HB22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 60w, ➞ 21”(53cm) x 1 24”(58cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).
(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)
Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-00 or -0T)
SPECTRA CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) by Swarovski

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.

96292HB22 (Wall Sconce)
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 2 x 60w, → 12” (31cm) x
15” (38cm) x 6” (15cm) Ext.
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).

96294HB22
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 4 x 60w, → 14”(36cm) x 19”(48cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).
Shown with
Golden Teak Crystal

96299HB2GT
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GT) (pictured),
Ø 8+4 x 60w, H 28” (71cm) x W 32” (81cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GT) (pictured), E8 x 60w, h25“(63cm) x v24“(61cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA® CRYSTAL, STRASS® are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.

96298HB2GT
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GT) (pictured), Ø8 x 60w, ↔25”(63cm) x ↑24”(61cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA® CRYSTAL, STRASS® are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
Shown with

Golden Teak Crystal

96296HB2GT
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GT) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 60w, → 21"(53cm) x ↑ 24"(61cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).
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96292HB2GT (Wall Sconce)
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GT) (pictured),
Ø 2 x 60w, → 12" (31cm) x
↑ 15" (38cm) x 6" (15cm) Ext.
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).

96294HB2GT
Crystal: IMPERIAL™ (-2GT) (pictured),
Ø 4 x 60w, → 14" (36cm) x ↑ 19" (48cm)
Finish: Honey Bronze (HB).

(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)
Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-0T or -00)
SPECTRA® CRYSTAL CLEAR ONLY (-11) by Swarovski
© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.